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CITYOF BOSTON
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL DEFENSE

February 21, 1951.

A MESSAGE TO THE CITIZENS OF BOSTON

The following quotations from UNITED STATES
CIVIL DEFENSE indicate the need for serious con-

sideration by all of our citizens of the pamphlet
entitled "Survival Under Atomic Attack."

"The civil defense program for this country

must be in constant readiness because for the

first time in 136 years an enemy has the power to

attack our cities in strong force, and for the first

time in our history that attack may come sud-

denly, with little or no warning.

"Granted a few minutes warning, casualties

could be reduced by over 50 per cent through

proper organization and training in civil defense.

More important, civil defense could spell the

difference between defeat with slavery for our

people and victory in a war thrust upon us."

I am therefore requesting that the official United

States government booklet "Survival Under Atomic
Attack" be published by the City of Boston Depart-

ment of Civil Defense to the end that the citizens of

Boston may be better informed on protective measures

to be taken by individuals and families to meet the

threat of atomic bombing.

Mayor oj Boston



You

Can

SURVIVE

Executive Office of the President

National Security Resources Board

Civil Defense Office

NSRB Doc. 130

You can live through an atom bomb raid

and you won't have to have a Geiger counter

protective clothing, or special training

in order to do it.

The secrets of survival are:

KNOW THE BOMB'S TRUE DANGERS.

KNOW THE STEPS YOU CAN TAKE

TO ESCAPE THEM.



To begin with, you must realize that atom-

spHtting is just another way of causing an explo-

sion. While an atom bomb holds more death and

destruction than man has ever before wrapped in

a single package, its total power is definitely

limited. Not even hydrogen bombs could blow

the earth apart or kill us all by mysterious

radiation.

Because the power of all bombs is limited, your

chances of living through an atomic attack are

much better than you may have thought. In the

city of Hiroshima, slightly over half the people

who were a mile from the atomic explosion are

still alive. At Nagasaki, almost 70 percent of the

people a mile from the bomb lived to tell their

experiences. Today thousands of survivors of

these two atomic attacks live in new houses built

right where their old ones once stood. The war

may have changed their way of life, but they are

not riddled with cancer. Their children are

normal. Those who were temporarily unable to

have children because of the radiation now are

having children again.
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WHAT ARE YOUR CHANCES?
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If a modern A-bomb exploded without warning

in the air over your home town tonight, your

calculated chances of living through the raid

would run something like this:

Should you happen to be one of the unlucky

people right under the bomb, there is practically

"Modern" atomic bomb, as used in this booklet, refers to the

4 "nominal" bomb described in the "Effects of Atomic Weapons,"
published in June 1950 by the Atomic Energy Commission.



no hope of living through it. In fact, anywhere

within one-half mile of the center of explosion,

your chances of escaping are about i out of lo.

On the other hand, and this is the important

point, from one-half to i mile away, you have a

50-50 chance.

From I to I '/^ miles out, the odds that you will

be killed are only 15 in 100.

And at points from i^z to 2 miles away, deaths

drop all the way down to only 2 or 3 out of each 100.

Beyond 2 miles, the explosion will cause prac-

tically no deaths at all.

Naturally, your chances of being injured are

far greater than your chances of being killed. But

even injury by radioactivity does not mean that you

will be left a cripple, or doomed to die an early

death. Your chances of making a complete re-

covery are much the same as for everyday acci-

dents. These estimates hold good for modern

atomic bombs exploded without warning.

WHAT ABOUT SUPER BOMBS?

Do not be misled by loose talk of imaginary

weapons a hundred or a thousand times as power-

ful. All cause destruction by exactly the same

means, yet one 20,000-ton bomb would not create

nearly as 'much damage as 10,000 two-ton bombs

dropped a little distance apart. This is because

the larger bombs "waste" too much power near

the center of the explosion. From the practical

point of view, it doesn't matter whether a build-
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ing near the center of the explosion is completely

vaporized or whether it is simply knocked into

a pile of rubble.

To be more specific, a modern atomic bomb can

do heavy damage to houses and buildings roughly

2 miles avv^ay. But doubling its pow^er will extend

the range of damage to only about 2^/4 niiles. In

the same way, if there were a bomb loo times as

powerful, it would reach out only a little more

than 4V2J not 100 times as far.

And remember: All these calculations of your

chances of survival assume that you have abso-

lutely no advance warning of the attack.

Just like fire bombs and ordinary high explo-

sives, atomic weapons cause most of their death

and damage by blast and heat. So first let*s look

at a few things you can do to escape these two

dangers.

WHAT ABOUT BLAST?

Even if you have only a second's warning, there

AS one important thing you can do to lessen your

chances of injury by blast: Fall flat on your face.

More than half of all wounds are the result of

being bodily tossed about or being struck by fall-

ing and flying objects. If you lie down flat, you

are least likely to be thrown about. If you have

time to pick a good spot, there is less chance of your

being struck by flying glass and other things.

If you are inside a building, the best place to

flatten out. is close against the cellar wall. If you



haven't time to get down there, lie down along an

inside wall, or duck under a bed or table. But

don't pick a spot right opposite the windows or you

are almost sure to be pelted with shattered glass.

If caught out-of-doors, either drop down along-

side the base of a good substantial building—avoid

flimsy, wooden ones likely to be blown over on top

of you—or else jump in any handy ditch or gutter.

^ When you fall flat to protect yourself from a

bombing, don't look up to see what is coming.

Even during the daylight hours, the flash from a

bursting A-bomb can cause several moments of

blindness, if you're facing that way. To prevent it,

bury your face in your arms and hold it there for

10 or 12 seconds after the explosion. That will

also help to keep flying glass and other things out

of your eyes.

IN YOUR HOUSE:
ilE DOWN A8AINST

mwmBmmt
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WHAT ABOUT BURNS? . ^ 4>^ X^ *i,^ii- ^*-

Flash burns from the A-bomb's light and heat

caused about 30 percent of the injuries at Hiro-

shima and Nagasaki. Near the center of the burst

the burns are often fatal. People may be seriously

burned more than a mile away, while the heat can

be felt on the bare face and hands at 4 or 5 miles.

To prevent flash burns, try to find a shelter where -

there is a wall, a high bank or some other object

between you and the bursting bomb. You can

expect that the bomber will aim for the city's big-

gest collection of industrial buildings.

A little bit of solid material will provide flash



protection even close to the explosion. Farther

out, the thinnest sort of thing—even cotton cloth

—

will often do the trick.

If you work in the open, always wear full-length,

loose-fitting, light-colored clothes in time of emer-

gency. Never go around with your sleeves rolled

up. Always wear a hat—the brim may save you

a serious face burn.
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WHAT ABOUT RADIOACTIVITY?

In all stories about atomic weapons, there is a

great deal about radioactivity.

Radioactivity is the only way—besides size

—

in which the effects of A or H bombs are different

from ordinary bombs. But, with the exception of

underwater or ground explosions, the radioactivity

from atomic bursts is much less to be feared than

blast and heat.

Radioactivity is not new or mysterious. In the

form of cosmic rays from the sky, all of us have

been continually bombarded by radiation every

hour and day of our lives. We all have also

breathed and eaten very small amounts of radio-

active materials without even knowing it. For

over half a century, doctors and scientists have ex-

perimented and worked with X-rays and other

penetrating forms of energy. Because of all- this

experience, we actually know much more about

radioactivity and what it does to people than we

know about infantile paralysis, colds, or some other

common diseases.

8



It is easy to understand how radioactivity works

if we think of how sunHght behaves.

In the northern part of the world, winter's slant-

ing sun rays seldom cause sunburn, but the hotter

rays of the summer sun often do. Still, just a few

moments in the midsummer sun will not give you

a tan or sunburn. You have to stay in its hot rays

for some time before you get a burn. What's more,

bad sunburn on just the face and hands may hurt,

but it won't seriously harm you. On the other

hand, if it covers your whole body, it can make

you very sick, or sometimes even cause death.

In the same way, the harm that can come to you

from radioactivity will depend on the power of

the rays and particles that strike you, upon the

length of time you are exposed to them, and on

how much of your body is exposed.

WHAT IS "INITIAL"

RADIOACTIVITY?

Broadly speaking, atomic explosions produce

two different kinds of radioactivity. First—and

most important in an air burst—is an extremely

powerful invisible burst of rays and particles

thrown off at the time of explosion. This kind is

called "initial" or explosive radioactivity. Its rays

and particles fly out quickly, then promptly die.

There is danger from them only for little more

than a minute. The second type of radioactivity

—

lingering radioactivity—will be described later.



The injury range of the explosive radioactivity

from a modern A-bomb is a little over i mile, if

the bomb is exploded about 2,000 feet in the air.

If it is exploded much higher, some of the radia-

tion may not reach the ground, so the range may
be less." If it is exploded much lower, the radiation

also may not reach out as far, because it would be

blocked by the ground or by buildings.

A little more than a mile away, the principal

effects of the few dying rays that struck you could

be seen only as temporary blood changes in a

doctor's examination. You probably wouldn't even

realize you had been exposed.

A little less than a mile from the explosion cen-

ter, if you are unprotected, you are almost sure to

suffer illness. Less than two-thirds of a mile away,

those caught in the open are pretty sure to soak up

a fatal dose of radioactivity.

Still, the possibility of your being caught with-

out some protection is not very great. Even if you

are on the street, there is a good chance that a build-

ing, or many buildings, will be between you and

the burst, and they will partially or completely

shield you.

Atomic explosions high above ground cause the

most widespread damage. And, as happened in

Japan, when an A-bomb goes off in the air you are

far more likely to be hurt by the bomb's blast and

heat waves than by its radioactivity. At Hiro-

shima and Nagasaki slightly over one-half o£ all

deaths and injuries were caused by blast. Nearly

one-third of the casualties were from the heat flash.

10



Radioactivity alofie caused only about 15 percent of

all deaths and injuries

If the bomb were to go off close to the ground,

or shghtly below its surface, the range of the

explosive radiation, as well as the range of the

blast and heat, would be reduced. This is due to

the fact that all three would be partially blocked

by the earth, by nearby buildings and by other

obstacles.

In an underwater burst, there would be much

less to fear from blast and nothing to fear from

heat. Practically all the explosive radioactivity

would be absorbed by the water. However, there

would be the second type of radioactivity to be

described later on.

WHAT ABOUT "INDUCED"

RADIOACTIVITY?

If an atomic bomb goes off in the air within two-

thirds of a mile or slightly more of your home,

there is no practical way ofkeeping explosive radio-

activity out of the above-ground part of your house.

It is possible that, at very short range, artificial, or

induced radioactivity could be set up in gold, silver,

and many other objects. However, this kind of

radioactivity will never offer great danger, so don't

throw away bandages and other first aid materials

in the medicine cabinet. They will be perfectly

safe to use.

v^~^ ...
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Naturally, the radioactivity that passes through

the walls of your house won't be stopped by tin or

glass. It can go right through canned and bottled

foods. However, this will not make them danger-

ous, and it will not cause them to spoil. Go ahead

and use them, provided the containers are not

broken open.

WHAT ABOUT

"RADIATION SICKNESS"?

Should you be caught upstairs or in the open

at the time of a bombing, you might soak up a

serious dose of explosive radioactivity. Even so,

the first indication that you had been pierced by

the rays probably wouldn't show up for a couple of

hours. Then you most likely would get sick at

your stomach and begin to vomit. However, you

might be sick at your stomach for other reasons,

too, so vomiting won't always mean you have

radiation sickness. The time it would take you to

^sm^^ get sick would depend on how strong a dose you

got. The stronger the dose, the quicker you would

get sick. For a few days you might continue to

feel below par and about 2 weeks later most of

your hair might fall out. By the time you lost your

hair you would be good and sick. But in spite of it

all, you would still stand better than an even chance

of making a complete recovery, including having

your hair grow in again.

12



WHERE IS THE BEST PLACE

TO GO?

If your house is close to tlie explosion, there is

little you can do to protect it from the bomb's

blast, or pressure wave. Within one-half mile of

the surface point directly beneath the explosion,

the shock wave from an atomic bomb is sore to

flatten most houses. Out to a distance of about

I mile, steel, brick, and wooden structures are

likely to be damaged beyond repair. Farther out,

there is less destruction, but serious damage may

be expected to extend as far as 2 miles.

It is only wise to figure that the upper floors of

most buildings near the explosion will be pushed

in. This means the basement is probably the safest

place to be. If you have a basement and time to

get down to it, lie flat along the outer wall or near

the base of some heavy supporting column. You

would be even safer under a cellar work bench or

heavy table. Stay away from the middle of the

floor where falling beams and other objects are

most likely to strike you.

Naturally, you run a risk of being trapped in the

wreckage, but your over-all chances of escape from

the bomb in most cases are many times greater

than they would be upstairs. If your basement has

two exits, you will be in less danger of being

trapped.

Besides protecting you from blast and heat, base-

ments also provide shielding from explosive radia-

13



tion. Because, the lower you get, the more bar-

riers against radiation there are Hkely to be between

you and the bursting bomb. Down in the cellar

you'll probably be shielded not only by other build-

ings, but also by earth and the cement foundations

of your own house. Earth, concrete and steel are

good radiation barriers.

If you have no basement, look around your im-

mediate neighborhood for a nearby shelter you

can get to quickly in an emergency. Such a shelter

might be a culvert, a deep gully, or another building

within easy reach. If you live in rolling country,

there is probably a hill close to you. Even a high

bank will offer some protection from most bursts

if it is between you and the explosion. In choosing

your shelter, assume that the enemy will aim for

the industrial buildings.

If you live in a State where there is danger from

sudden storms like cyclones or hurricanes, you may

have a "cyclone cellar" or something similar. If

so, you have a shelter that will give excellent pro-

tection against atomic bombs.

HOW SHOULD A HOUSE

BE PREPARED?

Starting right now you should go in for "fire-

proof housekeeping." Don't let trash pile up

around your house and always keep it in covered

containers.

Continued on page ig,

14
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ATOMIC WEAPONS WILL NOT DESTROY THE EARTH

Atomic bombs hold more death and destruction than man
ever before has wrapped up in a single package, but their

over-all power still has very definite limits. Not even

hydrogen bombs will blow the earth apart or kill us all

by radioactivity.

DOUBLING BOMB POWER DOES NOT DOUBLE DESTRUCTION

Modern A-bombs can cause heavy damage '2 miles away,

but doubling their power would extend that range only to

2'/2 miles. To stretch the damage range from 2 to 4 miles

would require a weapon more than 8 times the rated power

of present models.

RADIOACTIVITY IS NOT THE BOMB'S GREATEST THREAT

In most atom raids, blast and heat are by far the greatest

dangers that people must face. Radioactivity alone would

account for only a small percentage of all human deaths

and injuries, except in underground or underwater explosions.

RADIATION SICKNESS IS NOT ALWAYS FATAL

In small amounts, radioactivity seldom is harmful. Even

when serious radiation sickness follows a heavy dosage, there

is still a good chance for recovery.

15



SIX SURVIVAL SECRETS

ALWAYS PUT FIRST THINGS FIRST AND

1. TRY TO GET SHIELDED

If you have time, get down in a basement or

subway. Should you unexpectedly be caught

out-of-doors, seek shelter alongside a building,

or jump in any handy ditch or gutter.

2. DROP FLAT ON GROUND OR FLOOR

To keep from being tossed about and to lessen

the chances of being struck by falling and

flying objects, flatten out at the base of a

wall, or at the bottom of a bank.

3. BURY YOUR FACE IN YOUR ARMS

When you drop flat, hide your eyes in the crook

of your elbow. That will protect your face

from flash burns, prevent temporary blindness

and keep flying objects out of your eyes.

Remove this sheet and keep it wi

16
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NEVER LOSE YOUR HEAD AND

4. DON'T RUSH OUTSIDE RIGHT AFTER A BOMBING

After an air burst, wait a few minutes

then go help to fight fires. After other kinds

of bursts wait at least i hour to give Hngering

radiation some chance to die down.

5. DON'T TAKE CHANCES WITH FOOD OR WATER

IN OPEN CONTAINERS

To prevent radioactive poisoning or

disease, select your food and water with

care. When there is reason to believe

they may be contaminated, stick to canned

and bottled things if possible.

6. DON'T START RUMORS

In the confusion that follows a bombing, a

single rumor might touch off a panic that

could cost your life.

you until you've memorized it.

17



HOUSEHOLD SAFWTY

1. STRIVE FOR "FIREPROOF HOUSEKEEPING"

Don't let trash pile up, and keep waste paper in covered

containers. When an alert sounds, do all you can to

eliminate sparks by shutting off the oil burner and cover-

ing all open flames.

2. KNOW YOUR OWN HOME

Know which is the safest part of your cellar, learn how to

turn ofl your oil burner and what to do about utilities.

3. HAVE EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT AND

SUPPLIES HANDY

Always have a good flashlight, a radio, first-aid equip-

ment and a supply of canned goods in the house.

4. CLOSE ALL WINDOWS AND DOORS AND

DRAW THE BLINDS

If you have time when an alert, sounds, close tho house

up tight in order to keep out fire sparks and radioactive

dusts and to lessen the chances o£ being cut by flying

glass. Keep the house closed until all danger is past.

5. USE THE TELEPHONE ONLY FOR TRUE EMERGENCIES

Do not use the phone unless absolutely necessary. Leave

the lines open for real emergency traffic.



If you know you have time when an alert

sounds, be sure to shut the doors and windows and

pull down the shades. This will help keep out

fire sparks.

If you have shutters or Venetian blinds, or heavy

drapes, they will also provide some protection

against harm from flying glass.

Several other household precautions should be

taken promptly. Atomic bombs set off high above

ground seldom cause breaks in underground gas or

water mains. However, shaking and twisting of

the buildings by the blast wave sometimes snaps

off household inlets at the point where they enter

the basement. This may allow gas or oil to flow

into your cellar.

To lessen the danger of fires and explosions

that could result from this leakage, you should

throw the electric switch that shuts off your oil

burner.

Your local utility companies can give you de-

tailed instructions about your gas, pilot lights, and

so on.

If you have a coal-burning furnace or wood stove,

be sure to close all its fuel and draft doors. In

other words, do all you can to prevent sparks and

to put out or cover open flames.

Should attack come without warning, take these

same precautions right after the raid. Keep at

least one flashlight handy and don't strike a match

to light your way down into a darkened base-

ment. Gas or oil fumes may be present and an

explosion could result.

tlERTED,
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WHAT ABOUT

LINGERING RADIOACTIVITY?

Knowing how to protect yourself from blast,

heat, and explosive radioactivity, only one major

problem remains: That is how to avoid harm from

lingering radioactivity.

Explosive radioactivity bursts from the bomb
at the time of explosion and lasts for only little

more than a minute.

Lingerifig radioactivity remains for a longer

time, from a few minutes to weeks or months,

depending on the kind of radioactive material.

Lingering radioactivity may become a danger

when atomic bombs are exploded on the ground,

underground, or in the water. Air bursts leave

no dangerous lingering radioactivity.

Most lingering radioactivity comes from left-

over bomb wastes, or "ashes," technically called

fission products. They consist of countless bil-

lions of fragments, or pieces, of atoms split up

in the explosion. Smaller, and usually less dan-

gerous, amounts of lingering radioactivity may

be thrown oiT by- scattered atoms of uranium or

plutonium that fail to split up when the bomb

goes off.

These totally invisible radioactive particles act

much the same as ordinary, everyday dust. When
present in any real quantity, they are scattered

about in patches and contaminate, or pollute,

everything they fall on, including people. While

20



they can be removed easily from some surfaces,

they stick very tightly to others. It is practically

impossible to get absolutely all of them out of

household corners and cracks. Most of the time,

it is far easier to prevent pollution than it is to

remove it.

WHAT ABOUT

RADIOACTIVE CLOUDS?

In spite of the huge quantities of lingering

radioactivity loosed by atomic explosions, people

fortunately are not very likely to be exposed to

dangerous amounts of it in most atomic raids.

Since high-level bursts do the greatest damage,

that is the kind we can expect most often. When
atomic weapons are exploded in mid-air, the

violent, upward surge of super-hot gases and air

quickly sweeps practically all the radioactive ashes

and unexploded bits of bomb fuel high into the

sky. Most of them are carried harmlessly off in

the drifting bomb clouds. High-level explosions

definitely will not create "areas of doom", where

no man dares enter and no plant can grow. In

fact, they will leave very little radioactivity on the

ground, even near the point of explosion. Fire-

fighters and rescue teams can move promptly

toward the center of destruction with little danger

of facing harmful radiation.

And regardless of all you may have heard or

read concerning the dangers of radioactive clouds,

fc
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after the first mi-nu'te and a half there is actually

little or nothing to fear from those produced by

high-level bursts.. While most of the radioactive

materials swept up into the sky eventually fall back

to earth, they are so vi'idely and so thinly spread

that they are very unlikely to offer any real dan-

gers to humans. Thousands of bombs would have

to be set off in the air before serious ground con-

tamination would be found over really large areas.

There was no ground-level pollution of any im-

portance following either of the two Japanese

atomic bombings.

It was said earlier that 15 percent of the Japa-

nese A-bomb deaths or injuries were caused by

radioactivity. But not one of them was caused by

the lingering kind. Explosive radioactivity caused

them all.

WHAT ABOUT GROUND

AND WATER BURSTS?

Bursts on or near the ground usually will leave

a limited area of rather heavy and often dangerous

pollution near the explosion point. In such cases,

the possibility of harm from radioactivity falling

out of the clouds is greater than in high-level explo-

sions. But even so, a person could escape contami-

nation by simply taking refuge inside a house or

even by getting inside a car and rolling up the win-

dows. And even if some.of the wastes fell on him,

he would lessen his chances of injury if he

promptly shed his clothes and took a bath or

shower.

22



In underwater explosions, large portions of the

bomb's radioactive wastes will be "trapped" by

the water and then spread over the immediate

area. Under these conditions, serious ground pol-

lution is to be expected.

After a water or underground burst a cloud of

very radioactive mist or dust might form and

spread, particularly downwind, injuring people

who weren't well sheltered.

If the explosion has been underground, at

ground level, or in the water, stay in your shelter.

If caught in the open, get indoors right away.

Then stay indoors for at least an hour or until you

get instructions. It may be necessary to stay inside

for three or four hours. The reason for this is that

most lingering radioactivity loses its power very

fast. So staying undercover for a while will greatly

reduce the danger.
,

Any rain or mist that comes right after an atomic

explosion should be considered dangerous, even

though it may not always be radioactive. Keep

from getting wet if you possibly can.

And remember that an air burst will leave no

lingering radioactivity of importance, so after a

few minutes it will be safe to get out and help

fight fires or to help people who may need it.

HOW IS

RADIOACTIVITY DETECTED?

While we cannot see, hear, feel, smell, or taste

radioactivity, its presence readily can be detected

23



with Geiger counters and other instruments.

However, you won't have to know how to use

one of these. Instead, you can rely on your

local radiological defense teams—a small, specially

trained corps of "meter readers"—to warn you of

the presence of lingering radioactivity. You also

can count on them to see to it that firefighters,

• rescue workers, and other people who may have

to enter contaminated places do not remain there

long enough to be injured.

But always remember our sunlight comparison.

There is usually a whale of a difference between

detectable and dangerous amounts of radioactivity.

The rays and particles from an ordinary, luminous-

dial wrist watch will cause a roar in the earphones

of a Geiger counter, as just one example. We
must not lose our heads just because radioactivity

is reported as present.

WHAT ABOUT

PROTECTING YOURSELF

FROM LINGERING RADIOACTIVITY?

While attempting to avoid exposure to the

bomb's blast, heat, and explosive radioactivity, also

do what you can to keep from being showered by

radioactive waste materials. Inside a shelter or

building there is little or nothing to fear from

this source. But if caught out-of-doors, try to

grab hold of something to cover yourself with

when you fall to the ground. A board or some

24



sheets of newspaper might help, but a raincoat

would be better. The object is, of course, to keep

radioactive dust and raindrops off your body and

clothing. When it's safe to get up, throw away

your covering.

Always do what you can to help other people.

There is no chance of your being harmed by radio-

activity from the bodies of others, even if they have

radiation injuries. Don't leave injured people

where they may be burned. Direct rescue workers

to persons trapped in the wreckage. If necessary

to bandage open cuts and wounds and no standard

first aid equipment is available, use parts of your

own or the victim's clothing. But tear them from

the under, not the outer garments. Underclothes

are far less likely to be contaminated by radio-

activity.

If you have walked through rubble from a

ground burst or water from an underwater burst,

be sure to change at least your outer garments and

shoes. Outer clothes will automatically serve as

a "trap" for most of the radioactivity you may ac-

cidentally pick up. By taking them off you will

remove most of the contamination. If the cloth-

ing is heavily contaminated, it is best to bury it.

You also should manage to take a bath or shower,

if you have been in an area of lingering radio-

activity. It is important that all radioactive ma-

terials be removed as soon as possible from your

body, and bathing is the only practical means of

getting rid of them. You won't need special clean-

ing compounds. Warm water and soap are ideal.

In washing, pay particular attention to your

DO ALL YOU
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hair, for that is one place where the wastes are sure

to pile up. Also give your hands a good scrubbing

and get all dirt out from under your fingernails.

If there is a radiological defense man handy, have

him check you with his meter after you've finished

your clean-up. Should he find your body still ra-

dioactive, again scrub yourself from head to foot.

Then do it a third time if necessary. You can re-

move practically all of the radioactivity if you

keep at it.

Remember all this is necessary only for persons

who have come in contact with radioactive ma-

terials in heavily contaminated areas.
^

WHAT ABOUT RADIOACTIVITY

IN THE HOUSE?

A few simple steps will go a long way toward

keeping your house from being contaminated by

lingering radioactive wastes scattered about in

some bombings. As a rule, it is far easier to pre-

vent radioactive pollution of a household than it

is to remove it.

Keep all windows and doors closed for at least

several hours after an atomic bombing. In fact,

better leave them shut until civil defense authori-

ties pass the word that there is no lingering radio-

activity in your neighborhood. Should you get

an official report that there is serious contamina-

tion in the vicinity, better cover all broken win-

dows with blankets or cardboard.
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Whenever there is widespread neighborhood

pollution, it will be impossible to keep your house

absolutely free of it. A little is bound to seep in

through cracks or else down the chimney. (By

all means close the dampers in fireplace flues and

shut off air conditioners and ventilating fans not

equipped with special filters). Unless you are care-

ful, some radioactivity is likely to be tracked in by

people or pets. Keep your cat or dog indoors.

And when you come in,from outside, leave your

shoes at the door, for their soles are likely to be

covered with radioactive dusts. Better still, wear

rubbers, galoshes or other disposable foot cover-

ings over your shoes. Take these precautions, but

don't worry. There isn't much chance really

dangerous amounts will pile up in the house.

Should you help to clean up a contaminated

area, you might get some radioactive materials

on both your body and clothing. So don't go

home and sit around in your work clothes. Take

off your outer garments outdoors or in the base-

ment. Then wash, if you can, using warm water

and plenty of soap. Never fail to launder your

working clothes, but don't use the family washing

machine. Scrub . all contaminated objects in

buckets or tubs used for that purpose only.

mil
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WHAT ABOUT FOOD AND WATER?

To prevent harm from accidentally eating or

drinking radioactivity, throw out all unpackaged

foods that were lying around where dust from
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ground bursts or mist from underwater bursts

might have settled on them. And before opening

canned or bottled goods, wash the outside of the

containers thoroughly. That will remove most

of the pollution that may have gotten on them.

Also be sure that all cooking utensils and table-

ware are scrubbed clean in order to remove any

invisible, radioactive dusts. Food and utensils

that were in closed drawers or tight cupboards

will be all right.

If it was an air burst, don't worry about the food

in the house. It will be safe to use.

Be careful of drinking water after atomic ex-

plosions. There is little or no chance that water

actually inside household pipes at the time of

attack will be made radioactive. If a little is

drawn off right after the burst and placed in

clean containers with covers, it should tide you

over the immediate post-raid period.

But even if the water continues running, don't

keep on using tap water for drinking purposes un-

less you have received official information that the

city system is safe. This is not only because of

radioactivity, but because of other dangers like

typhoid that can come from damaged water sys-

tems. If you have to use city water before you get

official information, boil it. Boiling won't remove

radioactivity, but the chances that your water sup-

ply will be radioactive are pretty slim. Boiling will

kill most germs ,that may get into damaged water

mains.
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WHAT ABOUT RADIOS

AND TELEPHONES?

Neither explosive nor lingering radioactivity has

any effect on the operation of most mechanical or

electrical devices. Unless the wires are down or

there is, a power failure, both your lights and tele-

phone sliould continue to work. But don't rush

to the phone just to find out how Aunt Susie may

have weathered the attack. Leave the lines open *-

for real emergency traffic.

The bomb's radioactivity will not interfere with

the operation of your radio. In the event of attack,

be sure to turn it on. It may be your main source

of emergency instructions. And don't forget:

Battery-operated portable sets, including those in-

stalled in automobiles, will continue to work even

if the city power goes off. Television reception,

like radio, won't be jammed by radioactivity.

WHAT ABOUT AUTOMOBILES?

One more household suggestion: In times of

emergency don't park the family automobile on

the street. Leave the way clear for emergency

traffic. Keep the windows rolled up to prevent

possible contamination of the interior by under-

water or ground bursts and don't worry whether

or not it will run. Radioactivity won't interfere

with operation of its fuel or ignition system.
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WHAT ABOUT CHILDREN?

mmm!im^^T"-'^,^-r^'~'is^^:y^''S^^wm Everything in this booklet holds true for all

members of the family, including children, old

people, or shut-ins. It would be a good idea to

talk over the facts with all members of the family

to be sure each understands. People with school

children should discuss the booklet with teachers

and other parents at PTA meetings and similar

gatherings.

You may be sure that, in times of emergency,

all schools will be well organized for the protec-

tion of children.

Children old enough to understand can be

taught to do the right things. Younger children

simply will have to depend on their parents.

TO SUM UP

To sum up, always remember that blast and

heat are the two greatest dangers you face. The

things that you do to protect yourself from these

dangers usually will go a long way toward pro-

viding protection from 'the explosive radioactivity

loosed by atomic explosions.

While the lingering radioactivity that occa-

sionally follows some types of atomic bursts may

be dangerous, still it is no more to be feared than

typhoid fever or other diseases that sometimes

follow major disasters. The only difference is that

we can't now ward it off with a shot in the arm;

you must simply take the known steps to avoid it.
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-If you follow the pointers in this little booklet,

you stand far better than an even chance of sur-

viving the bomb's blast, heat, and radioactivity.

What's more, you will make a definite contribu-

tion to civil defense in your community, because

civil defense must start with you. But if you lose

your head and blindly attempt to run from the

dangers, you may touch off a panic that will cost

your life and put tremendous obstacles in the way

of your Civil Defense Corps.

CIVIL DEFENSE IS EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS

lOIN YOUR CIVIL DEFENSE ORGANIZATION TODAY

Enroll as Wardens and Auxiliary Police at

Your Police Station

Enroll as Auxiliary Firemen and Fire Watchers at

Your Fire Station

Enroll for Red Cross Services at

Red Cross Headquarters
17 Gloucester Street

Enroll for These and Other Important 'Civil Defense
Services at

The Civil Defense Volunteer Office

14 Somerset Street

John B. Hynes
Mayor

Joseph L. Malone
Director
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